Kubernetes has become a central component for containerized applications. And it is nowhere near its peak. In fact, based on our research, 94 percent of survey respondents believe that Kubernetes will be a bigger part of their system design over the next two to three years.

Sponsor DZone’ Kubernetes: Future-Proof or Future Legacy Fireside Chat and join us as we discuss today’s adoption and deployment methods, leveraging Kubernetes, and much more.

Sponsor slots are limited! Reserve your spot by May 11.

Contact us to get involved: sales@dzone.com

Become the Authoritative Voice on Kubernetes with DZone’s Fireside Chat

- Strong brand presence and thought leadership play
- Fireside Chats are limited to 2 total sponsors, allowing more airtime per speaker and greater visibility to event attendees
- Leverage sponsored polls to learn more about the DZone audience and how AI is being adopted in their organization
- Offer a free trial or additional content in a sponsored pop-up at the end of the event to further qualify leads obtained
- Reach an engaged audience – On average, DZone Fireside Chats get 300 registrants!
Become a DZone Virtual Event Sponsor

Fireside Chat Sponsorship includes:

- Promotion of event to relevant DZone audiences including email, social media, and on DZone.com
- Hosting and moderation by DZone Chief Technologist, Jesse Davis
- Licensing of edited video for promotional use
- Branding opportunities on DZone’s video platform in video edits and in event promotions via email and social
- Brand promotion via moderator during event
- Sponsored polls during the event
- Sponsored pop-up offers at the end of event

$10,000
Additional $5,000 for 200 global registrants

Previous Virtual Event Sponsors Include:

azul  chronosphere  D2IQ  JFrog  okteto
Progress  StackState  TelemetryHub
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